Salk Bulletin

Monday, April 9, 2018

-  
  Monday, April 9, 2018  
  11:00 am  
  “Chirality, Alzheimer’s Disease and Amyloid Beta”  
  Jevgenij Raskatov, Professor, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, University of California, Santa Cruz  
  UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO  
  Pacific Hall Room 4500  
  Host: Yitzhak Tor  
  Contact: Yitzhak Tor, vtor@ucsd.edu

Monday, April 9, 2018  
  12:00 pm  
  “Neutrophil Extracellular Traps in Inflammation – A Double-Edged Sword”  
  Tobias Fuchs, Ph.D., Principal Investigator, Laboratory of Molecular Inflammation, Institute of Clinical Chemistry and Laboratory Medicine, University Medical Center Hamburg-Eppendorf  
  LJI Seminars  
  LA JOLLA INSTITUTE FOR ALLERGY AND IMMUNOLOGY  
  Ishizaka Seminar Room  
  Host: Klaus Ley

Tuesday, April 10, 2018

Tuesday, April 10th, 2018  
  10:00 am  
  “Systems Biology Adventures in Brain Wiring and Drug Discovery”  
  Steven J. Altschuler, Ph.D., Professor and Lani F. Wu, Ph.D., Professor, Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, University of California, San Francisco  
  THE SCRIPPS RESEARCH INSTITUTE  
  DNC Auditorium  
  Contact: George Campbell, georgec@scripps.edu

Tuesday, April 10th, 2018  
  12:00 pm  
  “Genetics of Immunometabolism”  
  Richard Flavell, Ph.D., FRS, Sterling Professor of Immunobiology; Chairman, Department of Immunobiology, Yale School of Medicine
President’s Lecture Series  
SANFORD BURNHAM PREBYS MEDICAL DISCOVERY INSTITUTE  
Fishman Auditorium  
Host: Linda Bradley  
Contact: Mr. Slivka, lslivka@SBPdiscovery.org

Tuesday, April 10, 2018  
4:00 pm  
“The Dynamic Structure of Cognition: If Space was Time”  
André Fenton, New York University  
Neurosciences Seminar Series  
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO  
CNCB Marilyn G. Farquhar Room  
Contact: Linh Vandermar, linh@ucsd.edu

Wednesday, April 11, 2018

Wednesday, April 11, 2018  
12:00 pm  
“Inhibitory Mechanisms in Cancer”  
Dario Vignali, Ph.D., Vice Chair and Professor of Immunology, Leader of the Cancer Immunology Program, University of Pittsburgh, School of Medicine  
LJI Seminars  
LA JOLLA INSTITUTE FOR ALLERGY AND IMMUNOLOGY  
Ishizaka Seminar Room  
Host: Klaus Ley

Thursday, April 12, 2018

Thursday, April 12, 2018  
1:00 pm  
“Translational Control of Skeletal Muscle Stem Cell Quiescence and Self-Renewal”  
Colin Crist, Ph.D., Department of Human Genetics, Assistant Professor, McGill University, Montreal, Canada  
San Diego Skeletal Muscle Seminar Series  
SANFORD BURNHAM PREBYS MEDICAL DISCOVERY INSTITUTE  
B12 Auditorium  
Host: Alessandra Sacco  
Contact: Cassidy Zeiser, 858-646-3100 ext. 3811

Thursday, April 12, 2018  
4:00 pm  
“Regulation of Protein-Protein Interactions by 3’UTR’s”  
Christine Mayo, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center  
SALK INSTITUTE FOR BIOLOGICAL STUDIES  
Trustees’ Room, East Building  
Host: Alan Saghatelian  
Contact: Lina Echeverria, events@salk.edu

Thursday, April 12, 2018  
4:00 pm  
“Protecting Immortality: Mechanisms of Mitochondrial Inheritance and Function”  
Ruth Lehmann, New York University School of Medicine
Friday, April 13, 2018

- The 2nd Annual La Jolla Aging Meeting
- “The Power of ONE: Immunology in the Single Cell Genomics”
  Ido Amit, Ph.D., Professor Immunology and Microbiology, Weizmann Institute of Science Israel
  SALK INSTITUTE FOR BIOLOGICAL STUDIES
  Trustees' Room, East Building
  Host: Axel Nimmerjahn
  Contact: Lina Echeverria, events@salk.edu

Monday, April 16, 2018

- "Olfactory Receptor-Based Sensors to Accelerate the Engineering of Chemical-Producing Microbes"
  Pamela Peralta-Yahya, Professor, School of Chemistry and Biochemistry, Georgia Institute of Technology
  UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO
  Pacific Hall Room 4500
  Host: Michael Burkart
  Contact: Michael Burkart, mburkart@ucsd.edu

Salk Bulletin Extra

- UCSD Division of Gastroenterology 12th Annual Research Symposium
- Mechanistic and Therapeutic Advances in Hepatic Fibrosis and IBD Related Fibrosis
  UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO
  Medical Education and Telemedicine Building, Lower Auditorium
  Registration deadline April 13, 2018: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfHiCa-fev46qeTbN_QimA3CIV168nO7iAz3X13VHFepaWIA/viewform
  Contact: Kelly Santos, 858-657-5769, klsantos@ucsd.edu

Friday, April 20, 2018

- Center for Physiological Genomics of Low Oxygen (CPGLO) Third Annual Summit
SCIRPPS INSTITUTION OF OCEANOGRAPHY
Martin Johnson House (T29)
Schedule of Events:
https://medschool.ucsd.edu/som/medicine/divisions/physiology/research/centers/cpglo/events/Pages/default.aspx
Registration Link: https://goo.gl/forms/tBSA7bIMyTuqivD2
Contact: Tatum Simonson, tsimonson@ucsd.edu

Wednesday and Thursday, June 20 - 21, 2018
8:30 am – 4:00 pm
4th SBP Cancer Metabolism Symposium: Signaling and Metabolic Complexity in Cancer
SANFORD BURNHAM PREBYS MEDICAL DISCOVERY INSTITUTE
Fishman Auditorium
Hosts: Jorge Moscat and Maria Diaz-Meco
Contact: Sarah Forte, sforte@sbspdiscovery.org
Registration link: https://www.sbspdiscovery.org/events/4th-sbp-cancer-metabolism-symposium

June 26 - 29, 2018
2018 Cell Cycle Meeting
SALK INSTITUTE FOR BIOLOGICAL STUDIES
Conrad T. Prebys Auditorium
Speakers include: Renata Basto, Monica Bettancourt, Anja Bielinsky, Iain Cheeseman, Jean Cook, Arshad Desai, John Diffley, Stefano Di Talia, Jim Ferrell, Kathy Gould, Marc Kirschner, Mike Tyers, David Morgan, Terry Orr-Weaver, Tim Sterns, and Peter Sicinski
Hosts: Tony Hunter, Jon Pines, Jan Skotheim, and Curt Wittenberg
Website: https://www.salk.edu/events/
Contact: cellcyclesymposia@salk.edu

July 31 - August 3, 2018
2018 PRCS Symposium
SALK INSTITUTE FOR BIOLOGICAL STUDIES
Conrad T. Prebys Auditorium
Website: https://www.salk.edu/events/

The Salk Bulletin is brought to you by Salk Events. Please send all questions and submissions to Lina Echeverria, at Bulletin@salk.edu